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                                    Cape Town City Tours to the gorgeous South African West Coast are an experience that will stay...
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                                    The vibrancy of Johannesburg City cannot be avoided. There is something happening all of the...
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                                    When you think of an African safari, chances are that the Kruger comes to mind. It is by...
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                                    Madikwe Nature Safari is one of the finest and most exclusive safari destinations in South...
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                                    Pretoria City, known as the “Jacaranda City" due to its mauve blossomed tree-lined streets, is a quiet...
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                                    Airport Transfers can be done in sedans or people carrier vehicles depending on the number...
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                                    We bring you a fine selection of Accommodation in South Africa to choose from, for...
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                                    South Africa is best known for its beautiful landscapes, amazing wineries, spectacular beaches, a diversity...
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                                        UK removes all 11 countries from red list

                                    

                                    
                                        UK government has said that all 11 countries will be removed from the UK's travel red list from 4am on...
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                                        SA tourism struggles amidst the pandemic

                                    

                                    
                                        According to the Tourism, 2020 report released by Statistics South Africa, foreign arrivals dropped by 71% from just over 15,...
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                                        Women’s Month Celebrations in SA

                                    

                                    
                                        Happy Women’s Month, Women have deserved so much than just a day in a year. The power they have inside...
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                                        Implications of risk adjusted lockdown level three for the tourism industry The National Coronavirus Command Council has announced that the...
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		About Us
			We are an inbound Tour operator In Johannesburg, Cape Town(SOUTH AFRICA) and correspondence in Botswana, Kenya, Tanzania & Zambia. Vaya Means ‘To Travel’ in FANAGALO, a vernacular based primarily on Zulu, English and Afrikaans input. It is used as a lingua franca.
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Our Services
	Airport Transfers
	Day Tours
	Gauteng Transfers
	Safaris
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Find Us
			67 Welkom Street

Klopperpark

Germiston

1601

(+27)078 281 1788

(+27)079 068 4111

bookings@vayaafricatravels.co.za
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Find Us
			65 Jones Road

OR Tambo Airport

Kempton Park, South Africa

1459

(+27)011 392 1157

(+27)079 068 4111 bookings@vayaafricatravels.co.za
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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